What is CNG?

Compressed natural gas (CNG) is methane stored under high pressure in a gaseous form, making it lighter than air. It is safer than gasoline and diesel because it’s non-toxic, and disperses quickly.

Why CNG?

- **Economical**: Save money with price-stable, less volatile fuel*
- **Cleaner**: Reduce your fleet’s carbon footprint by up to 90%**
- **Domestic**: Natural gas is abundant in North America and fuels the growth of our economy
- **Safe**: Over 20 million+ vehicles around the world are fueling safely with Natural Gas
- **Competitive Edge**: Put your green foot forward and attract new customers
- **Reduce Maintenance**: CNG runs cleaner, protecting your engines*

---

* When compared to gasoline or diesel.
** Only applies to fleets fueled with Redeem® CNG.

Let us find the right fueling solution for you.

Clean Energy is a pioneer in creating comprehensive natural gas fueling solutions for the transportation industry. We continually invest in developing and manufacturing new technologies. This means everything we do — from designing and operating stations, to helping you navigate financing options, gives you one of the most advanced fleets on the road today.

The switch to natural gas fuel is easier and more affordable than you think. Start saving money from day one, and reduce your carbon footprint with the leading domestic, alternative fueling solution.

To learn more, call the Clean Energy team today.

4475 MacArthur Court, Suite 800
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Tel 949.437.1000 • Fax 949.724.1397
www.CleanEnergyFuels.com

---

Setting the Standard For CNG Stations
Fast-Fill and Time-Fill Fueling Dispensers

**Fast-Fill**
Engineered for time sensitive operations or for vehicles that need to fuel sporadically throughout the day.
- Reliable fast fueling
- Built with the latest in CNG fueling technology ensuring less station maintenance

**Time-Fill** (aka: "slow fill")
Economically designed for return-to-base fleets capable of fueling vehicles during off peak energy hours (fueling time is usually about 8-10 hours).
- Lower fuel & operational costs
- No/low impact on driver hours of service

Learn more about CNG fueling stations at [www.CleanEnergyFuels.com](http://www.CleanEnergyFuels.com)

Public or Private Stations

**Public**
- Provides a pump or site to fuel cars or light trucks
- Custom-built for specific fleet needs
- Designed for secure, 24/7 driver access

**Private**
- Game you transfer at the pump
- Customized to meet your fleet's needs
- Designed for secure, 24/7 & 8-hour access

**Safe-Fill™ Technology**
Clean Energy's advanced patented leak detection system that monitors time-fuel CNG systems to automatically alarm and shut down a station if a leak is detected.

**Natural Gas Dryer**
Removes excess moisture from utility line gas.

**Twin CNG Compressor**
Compresses natural gas from utility line to 4500 psi.

**Storage Vessels**
Stores compressed gas to speed up fueling.

**Fast Fill Dispenser**
Flows similarly to gasoline and diesel.

**Time-Fill Post (Optional)**
A fill hose at a parking stall connected to a common supply.

Your Fleet. Your Fueling Station.

CNG fueling should be convenient, economic, and efficient. Whether you're interested in private or public, time-fill or fast-fill fueling, we know what it takes to develop a scalable solution designed to suit your fleet's needs, both now and into the future.

A Proven Track Record You Can Trust
For over 18 years, Clean Energy® has designed, installed and maintained natural gas fueling stations across North America. In fact, we have built more CNG stations in the U.S. than all our competitors combined. From site analysis and project financing to customized station design engineering, our in-house suite of services is unmatched in the industry.

State-of-the-Art Service
We offer CNG fueling solutions, custom-fit to your fleet size and optimized with the highest performing equipment in the industry. Station quality and reliability begins with superior design and continues with ongoing support from our nationwide network of customer service providers.

Clean Energy Stations
- Tailored to meet your business's needs
- Expandable to grow with your fleet into the future
- Fully supported by Clean Energy's agent station maintenance team
- Designed to accommodate CNG, LNG and Redeem® RNG fueling capabilities

Learn more about CNG fueling stations at [www.CleanEnergyFuels.com](http://www.CleanEnergyFuels.com)

CNG Station Components

The cornerstone of any CNG station is a quality compressor. Clean Energy has been designing and building compressors for decades, setting the industry standard for these fueling systems. We’re the only company manufacturing compressors specifically developed for the CNG industry and offering the industry’s only oil-free in-cylinder compressors.

Our CNG fueling systems are designed, manufactured, tested and installed by our dedicated in-house engineering team to ensure quality and reliability.

With a 24-hour nationwide network of expert service technical support, preventative maintenance, installation, equipment startup, and operator technical training, we are your partner on standby.